Abstract-Android is one of the most popular operating systems used in mobile devices. Its popularity also renders it a common target for attackers. We propose an efficient and accurate three-phase behavior-based approach for detecting and classifying malicious Android applications. In the proposed approach, the first two phases detect a malicious application and the final phase classifies the detected malware. The first phase quickly filters out benign applications based on requested permissions and the remaining samples are passed to the slower second phase, which detects malicious applications based on system call sequences. The final phase classifies malware into known or unknown types based on behavioral or permission similarities. Our contributions are three-fold: First, we propose a self-contained approach for Android malware identification and classification. Second, we show that permission requests from an Application are beneficial to benign application filtering. Third, we show that system call sequences generated from an application running inside a virtual machine can be used for malware detection. The experiment results indicate that the multi-phase approach is more accurate than the single-phase approach. The proposed approach registered true positive and false positive rates of 97% and 3%, respectively. In addition, more than 98% of the samples were correctly classified into known or unknown types of malware based on permission similarities. We believe that our findings shed some lights on future development of malware detection and classification.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the past, mobile devices were used solely for making phone calls and sending and receiving short messages. However, the rapid development of computing technology and wireless bandwidth has turned mobile devices into universal devices in digital life. Activities such as watching videos, playing games, checking e-mails, and online shopping can now be performed anytime and anywhere with an Internetconnected mobile device. Therefore, many users have migrated from PCs to mobile devices and the number of mobile devices has thus grown exponentially.
Because of its openness, Android is one of the most popular operating systems (OSs) adopted by modern mobile devices [1] . Statistics collected in 2014 indicated that there are more than one billion devices that run the Android OS. The widespread deployment of Android also renders it an attractive target for attackers; therefore, problems associated with mobile security are becoming more critical [2] . In addition to the behavior of PC-based malware, mobile malware also attempts to steal sensitive data and conducts financially motivated attacks. Mobile malware can read the location of a user by using built-in GPS receivers, intercept short messages, or steal contact lists. Furthermore, such malware can send short messages, make phone calls, or relay phone calls to gain economic benefits. The widespread deployment of the Android OS renders it an attractive OS to attackers.
Approaches for detecting malicious applications are commonly classified into two classes: static-and dynamic-based approaches. In general, a static-based approach is faster than a dynamic-based approach; however, a dynamic-based approach can obtain more detailed information and thus creates the possibility of conducting a further in-depth analysis of an application that is being inspected. In our previous study [3] , we reported that a dynamic-based approach can generate detecting patterns from a group of known malicious Android applications. However, the approach was also marred by slow performance because of the characteristics of dynamic analysis. We attempted to speed up the training and detection process of our previous study, however, this process is a tradeoff between detection speed and detection risk. This implies that the detection could be evaded in some rare cases if a malicious application can decompose the malicious software implementation into undetectable fragments. Therefore, we considered other possible approaches to eliminate the possibility of being evaded and improve the overall detection speed.
In this paper, we propose a hybrid approach that detects malicious Android applications based on both static features (the requested permissions) and dynamic features (the system call sequences). Combining these two features enabled the proposed approach to detect unknown malware efficiently. The proposed detector operates in two phases. In the faster first phase, permissions are investigated to filter out benign applications quickly. In the slower second phase, a malicious application is detected from the remaining applications based on system call sequences. Furthermore, to determine whether an identified malware is a known or an unknown malware type, behavioral vectors are established from trained malware samples and determine unknown malware types based on the similarity between an inspected malware and behavior vectors. Inspired by our previous work focusing on native Windows binaries [4] , we attempt to perform automated malicious software classification by using a multi-phase approach. Compared to handling native Windows binaries, there are two major challenges for analyzing Android binaries. First, there is not a good classifier that is able to perform initial detection of malicious behavior for Android applications in a reasonable short time. Second, Android binaries are launched in a virtual machine based runtime environment, and the system calls could be triggered by the virtual machine itself or by the application. Due to the aforementioned challenges, we have to carefully design and implement our proposed approach to adapt the differences on the Android platform.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, a brief survey of related studies is presented. Section III presents the precise problem statement and the details of the proposed mechanism, including the processing of permissions and system call sequences. The experimental results are presented in Section IV. Finally, the concluding remarks are presented in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK Numerous approaches are available for analyzing malicious malware on Android. In addition to antivirus software and app inspection services such as Google Bouncer [5] , we classified the approaches proposed in previous studies into sandboxes, static-based, and dynamic-based approaches. A sandbox monitors the activities of Android applications by running an application inside a constrained environment. Additional events can be sent to a running application for triggering more application behavior. Anubis is an online dynamic analysis tool originally designed for inspecting malware running on personal computers. The core component was developed by Bayer et al. [6] . In 2012, Anubis included a sandbox environment for inspecting Android applications (codename: Andrubis). In addition to dynamic analysis in sandboxes, Andrubis performs static analysis, yielding information such as an application's activities, services, required external libraries, and actually required permission. A detailed introduction to the design of Andrubis can be found in [7] . Huang et al. [8] proposed android behavior monitor (ABM), which integrates open source components and is built upon standard Android emulator. In addition to its open design, ABM adopts several strategies to improve code coverage including emulation of random user inputs, sending short messages, and making phone calls. Yan and Yin [9] proposed DroidScope to analyze Android application behavior. DroidScope is built on Quick Emulator (QEMU) and can reconstruct the OS-and Javalevel semantic views completely from the outside. In addition, numerous tools, including an API tracer, native instruction tracer, Dalvik instruction tracer, and taint tracker, have been developed to conduct further analysis. Tam et al. [10] proposed CopperDroid, another dynamic analysis tool built on QEMU that has designs and implementations similar to DroidScope. CopperDroid monitors low-level system calls and can thus monitor malware behavior, regardless of whether such behavior is initiated from Java, Java native interface (JNI), or native code execution.
A static-based approach detects a malicious application by inspecting only the information stored in an application installation package file such as binary signatures and requested permissions. By contrast, a dynamic-based approach detects a malicious application by using additional run-time information such as accessed system resources and invoked system calls. Kirin [11] uses permission security rules to mitigate malware by using voice, location, or short messages; a set of security rules is used to determine whether an application requests specific combinations of permissions. PUMA [12] adopts machine-learning approaches, including simple logistic, naïve Bayes, J48, and random tree approaches to classify applications into benign or malicious applications based on permissions. These two approaches are simple and efficient because they analyze only the manifest file of an application. However, a malicious application can easily evade the detection. Numerous static-based approaches analyze the use of Android permissions. Statistics provided by the Stowaway project [13] indicated that one-third out of 940 applications were provided with over-privileged permissions. Johnson et al. [14] also reported that most developers over-requested permissions that could cause security threats. Zhou et al. [15] obtained the permissions and behaviors by manually analyzing 10 malware families. They used the permissions to filter out benign applications quickly and detected the remaining applications through behavioral footprint matching. However, their approach is not scalable because the approach cannot be automated.
A number of dynamic-based approaches are also available. AAsandbox [16] observes suspicious applications by using system call counts. Crowdroid [17] monitors system calls invoked by an application and used a clustering algorithm to determine whether the application is benign or malicious. However, this approach must collect several user experiences for the same application, otherwise it could return several false positives. The approach detects only anomalous behaviors of analyzed applications. Isohara et al. [18] defined three categories of threats and there is information leakage, jailbreaking, and destructive application detection. They generated signatures by applying a set of regular expression rules to the name of system calls or file paths. A malicious activity in these three categories was then detected by matching the signatures. However, their system cannot detect malicious activities except the three threat categories. Lin et al. [3] extracted longest common substrings (LCS) of system calls for similar malicious applications and used probabilities derived from the Bayes model to discriminate malicious behaviors from regular behaviors. They then detected repackaged malware with the obtained LCS. Although the proposed layered multithread comparison approach demonstrated a favorable efficiency, it could be evaded if malware attempts to split system calls into distinct threads. System call sequences can be combined from distinct threads; however, with the approach, the false positive rates could also be increased.
III. THREE-PHASE BEHAVIORAL DETECTION AND CLASSIFICATION
We propose three-phase behavioral detection and classification for handling Android malware. Unlike our previous work [4] , which heavily depends on an external malware behavior extractor, the proposed approach is self-contained and does not depend on other classifiers. Given a set of benign programs (BP), a set of malicious programs (MP), and a set of programs that must be inspected (IP), the proposed approach attempts to detect malicious programs from the IP and also classifies detected malware into either a known or an unknown malware type. Figure 1 shows an overview of the three phases: the permission-based detection (PBD) phase, system-call-based detection (SBD) phase, and behavior-based classification (BBC) phase. Each phase comprises a training process and detection process. The system is first trained with BP and MP and then used to detect malware from IP. The details of the proposed two detection phases and one classification phase are introduced in Sections III-A, III-B, and III-C, respectively. Implementation issues are discussed in Section III-D. Table I shows the notations used in this paper.
A. Permission-Based Detection Phase
The PBD phase comprises three components: the permission extractor, Bayes analyzer, and permission comparator. In the training phase, the permission extractor retrieves builtin permissions from each inspected application from the BP and MP. For all the trained programs and their requested permissions, the Bayes analyzer was used to compute the probability of a program being malicious for each permission. The probabilities were evaluated as follows:
where p l represents one of the 139 built-in permissions that must be evaluated, P (B) denotes the ratio of BP, and P (M ) denotes the ratio of MP. The terms P (p l |B) and P (p l |M ) represent the probability that p l is requested by BP and MP, respectively. The probability P (M |p l ), which indicates the probability of an inspected application being malicious based on the condition the application requested permission p l is finally obtained. The permission probabilities for all of the 139 built-in permissions were obtained using Equation 1 and stored in a permission probability (PP) vector for future use. Given an inspected program ip k from IP in the detection phase, the permission extractor retrieves requested built-in permissions from the program. The permission comparator computes the product of permission probabilities by using the PP vector obtained in the training phase and then filters out the program if the product is lower than a predefined threshold T perm . Otherwise, the application is considered a suspicious program and is passed to the next phase for further inspection.
B. System-Call-Based Detection Phase
The SBD phase comprises four components: system call recorder, system call sequence tokenizer, system call sequence analyzer, and system call sequence comparator (Figure 2 ). In the training phase, the system call recorder retrieves the system calls issued from programs in BP and MP. All system calls are collected by running a specific program in an Android emulator. In addition to the program launch, several system events including rebooting, receiving short messages, and receiving phone calls are sent to the program. System calls issued from the program are collected for a period of time. The traces of system calls for programs in BP and MP are then passed to the system call sequence tokenizer. The system call sequence tokenizer first consolidates successive system calls into a single call. The process is performed because a system call could be issued in loops. For example, a system call sequence of "open, read, read, read, close" would become "open, read, close." The consolidated system call sequences are then inserted into either a benign behavior sequence set (BBS) or a suspicious behavior sequence set (SBS) depending on whether the system call sequences are collected from BP or MP, respectively. The BBS and SBS are then used as inputs in the system call sequence analyzer.
The system call sequence analyzer generates a malicious behavior sequence set (MBS) based on the input BBS and SBS. This study used two types of MBS; the first is based on the N-gram algorithm and the second is based on the longest common subsequence (LCS) algorithm. The MBS for these two types are generated based on two assumptions. For the N-gram based MBS, we assumed that sequences retrieved from a malicious program would also contain benign behaviors. Therefore, the sequence of malicious behaviors can be obtained by removing sequences of benign behaviors. We transformed system call sequences into N-grams and then obtained the MBS by removing the BBS from the SBS. For the LCS-based MBS, we assumed that malicious programs demonstrated similar behaviors. Therefore, the same malicious sequences can be observed from different malicious programs. The MBS can be obtained by deriving the LCS from two MPs. The resulting MBS was then used for detection in the second phase.
In the detection phase, given an IP, the system call recorder operates as usual and the system call sequence tokenizer also outputs a processed behavior sequence called the inspected behavior sequence (IBS). The IBS is fed to the system call sequence comparator and then compared with the MBS obtained in the training phase. With the N-gram-based MBS, the IP is identified as malicious if an equivalent N-gram is discovered in the IBS. Similarly, with LCS-based MBS, the inspected program is identified as malicious if a subsequence is equivalent to one sequence in the MBS.
C. Behavior-Based Classification Phase
In the BBC phase, if a malicious application is detected in the previous phase, the malware is further classified as a known type or an unknown malware type. The BBC phase comprises a training process and a classification process. In the training process, a bit vector is used to denote the behavior of a malicious application. Assume a total of k different MBSs are observed in all training samples, each trained malicious sample would have a bit vector of k bits, and the bits for the corresponding malicious sequences observed in the sample are labeled as one. The bit vectors for all the training samples are then used to determine whether an IP is a known or an unknown type of malware. In this study, the bit vector was denoted as a type vector (tv). The number of tvs is equal to or lower than the number of trained malicious samples less if there are equivalent tvs.
In the classification process, the tv is retrieved from a detected malicious application. The retrieved tv is then compared with all the trained tvs by using a cosine similarity measure [19] . The cosine similarity for two tvs tv 1 and tv 2 can be calculated as follows:
The detected malicious application is then classified into a similar class as the tv that has a higher cosine similarity than a predefined threshold T sim . If there is no tv with a cosine similarity greater than T sim , the detected malicious application is classified as an unknown type of malware.
D. Additional Implementation Note
We took advantage of several existing tools to simplify implementing the proposed approach. The tools were used to retrieve permissions and system call sequences of Android applications automatically.
1) Permission Analyzer:
Because an application package (APK) file is basically a ZIP archive file with the apk file extension, we decompressed an application to retrieve its permissions by using the apktool [20] . The apktool provides assets, resources, source codes of an application (in assembly language), and the manifest file. We retrieved permissions by parsing only the manifest file because a developer must declare requested permissions in this file.
2) System Call Recorder: To capture the system call sequences of an application, the system image file ramdisk.img was modified and strace was installed in the emulator. First, we decompressed the default ramdisk.img, installed the strace tool into the image, and modified the init.rc file to launch the strace tool. The strace tool is located in the /data directory. The exact command we inserted into the init.rc file is "/data/strace -F -ff -tt -o /data/tracefile/zygote". With the presented modifications, strace was launched to record system calls immediately after booting up the emulator. The output of the strace tool was placed in /data/tracefile/zygote file.
IV. EVALUATION
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed approach, we conducted experiments with various types of repackaged applications. The environment of the experiment and number of trained and inspected applications are described in Section IV-A. Various aspects of the performance of the proposed approaches are discussed in the remaining subsections.
A. Evaluation Environment
In this section, the training and detection processes of the experimental environment are discussed; furthermore, we also introduce the samples used in the experiments. Figure 3 shows the detailed procedures for the experimental environment. The requested permissions were parsed from the AndroidManifest.xml file contained in each APK file. All of the components and the emulator were operated on an Intel Core i3 3.1 GHz machine running the Ubuntu Linux OS. The system call recorder currently launches each application for 3 min [3] . In addition to the components, databases are used to store permission probabilities, system call sequences, malicious behavior sets, and tvs.
We prepared 1198 sample applications, comprising 933 benign applications and 265 malware applications, to conduct the experiments. The sample applications were divided into two sets (i.e., a training set and a detection set). We used 863 applications (700 benign and 163 malicious) for training and 335 applications (233 benign and 102 malicious) for detection. The benign applications were obtained from thirdparty markets and malware were collected by Zhou et al. [21] . We also used several antivirus tools to scan all the benign applications to ensure that they were virus-free.
B. Permission-Based Detector
First, we evaluated the PBD. We calculated the malicious probabilities for the 139 built-in permissions by using Equation 1. The permission probabilities of an application were multiplied together and the product is then compared against a predefined threshold T perm . Figure 4 shows the accuracy of various thresholds. A higher threshold filters out more benign and malicious applications than a lower threshold does. Because the objective of this phase was to filter out benign application and obtain as many malicious applications as possible, we used a low threshold value to avoid filtering out excessive malicious applications. We used a threshold T perm of 0.1 for the permission-based detector in the remaining experiments. Although the PBD has a relatively higher false positive rate 1 , it can filter out more than 75% of the benign applications, thus reducing time costs considerably in the subsequent phase. The PBD registered a false negative rate of 2% and false positive rate of 24%. The average time required for inspecting an application was 2.57 s, including the unpack and permission-retrieval time.
C. System Call Based Detector
We then evaluated SBD, which was operated by the Ngram and LCS algorithm. When using the N-gram-based SBD, the value of N must be selected appropriately. The value of N in the N-gram means the unit length of system call sequences retrieved from full system call traces and this value affects the overall detection performance. A low value of N filters out substantial system call sequences, thus increasing false negatives. By contrast, a high value of N confuses benign sequences with malicious sequences, thus increasing false positives. We use various values of N that ranged from 2 to 150 and used an N value of 15 for the rest of our experiments. The performance of the SBD is summarized as follows. The N-gram-based SBD registered a false negative rate of 0% and false positive rate of 35%. In contrast to the N-gram-based SBD, the LCS-based SBD registered a false negative rate of 3% and false positive rate of 14%. The average time required to inspect an application was 600 s for both detectors. Although each application was launched for only 3 mins, several pre-processing operations including creating a Fig. 4 . Performance of permission-based detector using various threshold. clean evaluation environment, installing the application, and rebooting also consumed considerable time.
D. Effectiveness of the Two-Phase Detector
The experimental results indicated that the two-phase detectors demonstrated equivalent performance in the overall detection accuracies, regardless of the phase position of the PBD or SBD. Therefore, we placed the PBD and SBD in the first phase and second phase, respectively, because of their processing efficiency. In addition to shorter processing time, the PBD quickly filtered out more than 75% of benign applications and registered a relatively low false negative rate (approximate 2%).
This section further presented the evaluated performance of the combined two-phase detector. Figure 5 shows the performance of one-phase detectors and the combined twophase detectors. For the one-phase detectors, the PBD and SBD produced poor performance in detecting malicious applications. We examined the cause of the false negatives and false positives and we discovered that for the PBD, some malicious applications request only a few noncritical permissions. Therefore, those applications cannot be detected by the PBD. The false negatives reported for the PBD were safe because a malicious application that does not possess appropriate permissions cannot cause damage. Regarding the false positives, the difficulty in detecting malicious applications based on permissions increased because it is challenging for Android developers to declare a minimum set of required permissions [13] . For the SBD, we analyzed the undetected malicious applications and discovered that the false negatives were caused by untouched malicious parts. Because the system events sent by the SBD are limited, if malicious parts are not triggered, the corresponding malicious sequences cannot be captured. The false positives were caused by two major factors. First, because most Android malware applications are repackaged applications, benign and malicious sequences are always mixed. Second, Android applications are launched in its own virtual machine. Therefore, it is impossible to distinguish system call sequences generated by the virtual machine or inspected application. Nevertheless, when combined, the PBD and SBD complement each other and obtain a more favorable performance compared with the single-phase detectors.
E. Behavior Based Classifier
This section presents the evaluation of the performance of the BBC. Based on the type of classification [21] , we used 22 types of malware and divided them into two sets. One set comprised known types of malware and the other set comprised unknown malware types. The behavior was represented as a tv constructed from various sources, including LCS-based system call sequences, permissions, or mixed. We generated tvs from one half of the malicious samples belonging to the set that comprises known types and then classified the remaining malicious samples into either known or unknown malware types. The tvs used to classify malicious applications were constructed from the LCS-based system call sequences, permissions, or mixed. The BBC works only for applications that have been detected by the two-phase detector.
We first demonstrated that tvs can efficiently classify malware types. A detected malicious application was classified into the appropriate class by evaluating cosine similarities. A malicious application was classified into the type that demonstrated maximum cosine similarities. We used two strategies to classify malware types: the greedy strategy and regular strategy. In the greedy strategy, no threshold was used to filter out a low value of cosine similarity. A malicious application was always classified into one type if the value of its cosine similarity value was not zero. By contrast, in regular strategy, low values of cosine similarity were filtered out by using a threshold. If a similarity value was less than a predefined threshold, the malicious application was classified as an unknown malware type.
For the greedy strategy, the correctly classified rates for the tvs constructed from LCS-based system call sequences, permissions, and mixed were 93%, 99%, and 96%, respectively. The correctly classified rate is applicable only for the set of known malware types because malware from the set of unknown types were always classified incorrectly. The regular strategy must be used instead of the greedy strategy to classify unknown malware types. We used different cosine similarity thresholds for tvs constructed from different sources. The optimal thresholds we obtained from the system-call-sequencebased, permission-based, and mixed tv were 0.5, 0.8, and 0.65, respectively. Table II shows the classification results. Based on the results of the greedy strategy and optimized threshold, we concluded that the permission-based tv demonstrated optimal performance in classifying malware types.
Finally, it is impossible to predict the type of unknown malware in real applications when detecting unknown malware types. Therefore, for the correctly classified results of unknown malware types, the 11 unknown types of malware were treated as one large group without detecting the number of types in this group.
V. CONCLUSION
We propose a three-phase behavior-based approach for detecting and classifying Android malware. The proposed approach achieved a high detection performance and accuracy. In the proposed approach, the first two phases detect malicious applications and the final phase classifies a detected malware. We detected and classified malicious applications from two aspects (i.e., permissions and system call sequences). The experimental results indicated that the proposed approach achieved optimal performance with a true positive rate of more than 97% and false positive rate of less than 3%. For classifying the malware type, the proposed approach correctly classified more than 98% of the detected applications into known and unknown malware types. Although permission or system call sequences alone are not efficient detectors, the results indicated that the two features complement each other. We also concluded that permission vectors can efficiently classify detected malicious applications into the appropriate class of malware types. The difficulty in detecting malicious applications is increasing. We believe that an appropriate solution for designing and implementing effective approaches may involve hybrid features and multiphase designs. 
